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CONTACTS?? CASEY OPTICAL CompanY. 2SS8736. trn
ANNOUNCING! ·KLYT.:....Contemporllry Christian
music 24 hours a day...--88.3 FM·. -ll/16
WANTED! MAN · INTERESTED in becoming a
Scout leader rar work with growing local troop.
Personal Reward and Satisfaction guliranteed. Must
be willing to take training. Call Doug 268-4863 or
Joe 268-0489. 11/16
COME SEE SH~W. Find out why I'm laughing
at Dumas• 14 review (?)." 11/16
HAPPY 19th BIRTHDAY Gina. Love ya,
Terry. II/IS
CHRISTIANS! University Christians fellowship
dinner at SUB Ballroom on Dec. 2 at 6:00 p.m.
Tickets$1.00atSUB. 11/19
VOTE FOR SENATE on Nov. 17. Remember
u.s.o.A.·l tl/16
PART-TIME COCKTAIL WAITRESS needed at
Uncle Nasty's, Apply in person, 4418 Central

N.l!.

the Testing Division, rm. 2.

3.

.Rates: 15 centS per word per day, on, dollar.
·minimum., Advertisements run five or more con,
SKud~e da)'5 with no changes, nine cents pe~
~wont per day (no refunds If clncell~ before fiYf!
Insertions). Classified advertisements must. bO
; pakl.ln Mtnaee.
·

0
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FOUND: Men's watch in Phy$ics lecture hall, end of
UDTB, Saturday, November 6. Owner may claim at

PASSPORT, n)ENTIFICAT!ON PHOTOS, Lowest

prices in town/ Fast, ple,asing, near UNM. Call 2652444 or come to 1717 Girard Blvd. NJ;:. tfn
TYPING: SO cents/page. Per1indax3930.. 11/19
LEGAL SERVICES. UNM Law School Clinical
PrOgram offers legal services for students and starr.
Furn!slled by qualified law students under faculty
supervision. Availability limited.tq_ tttose whose assets
and income do not e~eed established guidelines.
$1.(10 registration fee:, on 277-2913 or 277~3604 for
informatiort and appointments', Sponsored by
Associated Students of UNM. J IllS
'NATIONAL
CHICANO
HEALTH
OROANIZATJON has sprhig of '77 scholarships for
· Health Science sludents. More information call2774'731. Deadline Nov. 26,1976.
FAMOUS QUIVIRA BOOKSHOP and Photography
Gallr.ry is V: block from Johnson Gym on Cornell.
Special order service. 11/1 S

I

11/19

N.l\. 11/19
I FOUND IT. You can,too. Call293·2000. 12/3
TO JOYCE from her Bob. Happy Birthday. I love
you, and thanks for two fantastic years
together. 11/15

y1'

LO~T&FOUND

FOUND: KEYS in Geoaraphy on Wed. evening.
Describe&claim, Rm.131, Manon Hall. tfn
FOUND: KEYS in Mit. Hall w/(broken) mirror.
Identify&. claim, Marnm Hall, Rm. 131. tfn
FOUND: Roll or Microfilm 11/8. Call 266-927S.
11/16
-FOUND: ART BOOK at Comcll Post Office. Call
and des<:ribe, 299-924S. 11/IS
LOST: BLOND NOTEBOOK w/p.astel flowers,
Psychology 101. Lost possibly at the Froiuier.
Contact meat242-8170. 11119
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SERVICES

TYPING, M.A. English, Selectric, on campus,
296-8564. II /22
BARRY'S ELECTRONIC REPAlR, liS San Pedro
SE, 265·03)5. ColOr TV's, tape deck~. stereo, amplifiers, auto radios. lQstall burglar alarms, lO'lo discount for students with ID's. Quick service. Used
TV's for sale, II (18
LSAT-MCt\T EXAI\-15. Prepare now, Call Prpfessional Educators or New Mex:jco, Inc. 8425200. tfn
~.

I FOUND IT. You can, too. Call293-2000. 12/3
PART-TIME COCKTAIL WAITRESS needed at
Uncle Nasty's. Apply in person, 4418 Central

2.

11/19
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TRAVEL

LANGE SIS BINDINGS. Bought at Ski Swap, Ski
boots, size lOVz., 344-1~20 aftcr6 p.m,, ask for Tom.
1\IDESI RIDllSI RIDES! Call Ridclipe,,. 265·9860.
11/15
(303) 449-6670 at Intercontinental Travel Centre,,
. SINGER SEWit'lG MACHINE le£t in layaway, not
11/30
claimed. Equipped to :zig-zag, buttonhole. Pay $19
and take machine. 255-7~35. 11/lS
1974 PLYMOUTH, fULLY equipped $2,300; 1974
Ford Pin-to fully eqUipped, $2,000; 1974 VW SuperBeetle with air, $2.,300; Y,W 4-speed w/air 1974
· $2,200. ,.coronado Gredit Union, Call 277-2431,
Velasql4a, 11/IS
NORDICA SKIBOOTS, 10,. used ·Once, $2~. 843· ·
8736. trn
BICYCLBS: WE HAVE the lightest weight for tile
money you can buy, Some on sale. R.C. Hallett's,
843·9378. trn
BUY 1 GET 1 FREE. Monday thru Saturday 7-9,
UncleNasty's. '12/3
· .)
1974 DODGE CHARGER......... P.B., P,:S., A.T., A,C.
Excellent condition, 292-1218. tfn
FREE TO GOOD HOME, S weeks old part great
dane puppies. call821-4977. ll/16
'71 DODOE PIC~UP 20,000 mi. on engine & trans,
Ca!JlpCNhell new tires, extras $1700 255-3272.
11/16
tO-SPEED BICYCLE riot sale! $93.00/ea.
European, lightweight, lugged. Warrantied for life.
All sizes available. Contact W.J. J:lart 8833879. 11/19
HASSELBJ..AD 80mm strob~ meter. Sell, trade,
clean, low mileage, compact. Cabral 8422371. 11/16

FORSALE

PEUGEOT: Yellow, mint condition. Two months
old. Presently sells for $160. Sacrifice $101. 2420761 Jim.' tl/17
3-SPEED. disassembled, $13, 277-3256 Stcve/Catlle
11/15
C.B. NEW PACE 2300 and antenna cost. $250.00
Will sell $14S.OO 292.()072 11/17
1969 BMW 2002. Hisll mileage but good condition.
Runs super w/extras. Make offer, 268-4050. 11/15
SALE: 3-PIECE DENIM suits. Wer~ $90, now
$38.50 at California Fashion 9utlet, 2318 Central
SE, across from campus. Open 10-6. 11115
STEREO DEPARTMENT CLOSING out all 1977
new stereo equipment. Pioneer, Sansui, Kenwood
receivers, 8:tracks, reel to reels, 40 to 'o '1o orr. While
theylast,2SS·7S34. II/IS
DULCIMER, SPRUCE AND Mahogany. Beautiful,
excellent condition. Call266-1764. 11/IS
DUE TO DIVORCE. Brand new 1977 Kirby. Assume
payments or $7.47 a month. New warranty, 255·
7S3~. II/IS
6.5 OLDS F~85, V-6o AT & AC, rebuilt engine, $800.
298-2298. 11/tS
COLOR TV. COLOR and tint controls. Assume pay~
ments or 57 a month. 10-year warranty, 255-7.534.
11/!S
.

TELLURIDE SKI TRIP, January
cluges transportation, lifts & lodg-Ing
tion call 842-85~9. $50 deposit du'
UNMSki Club. 11/26
·0

ON OURCR.UISE
""fO EN6l..Mb•I,.

Tuesday, November 16,1976
,.

EMPLOYMENT

WANTED LAW STUDENT to work on patents.
296-7398.

'

11/t6

LOOKING FOR AMBITIOUS, personable indivi·
dual to manage .Campus photographic business.
Offers opportunity to use and develop full range of
management and marketing skills. Excellent profit
potential. For more infonnation, call collect, personto-person for Bob Olmstead (405) 364-1717 or write
Pttotography Shoppe, Box 637, Norman, Oklahoma
73070Deforc~ovember 15,1976 li/17
OVERSEAS JOBS-SUMMER/year-round, Europe, S. America, Australia, Asia, etc. All "'fields,
$500-$1200 rrionthly. Expenses paid, sightseeing. Free
Information. Write; International Job Center_,
Department NB, Box 4490, Berkeley, CA 94704.
.
11/IS
I FOUND IT. You can, toQ. Call293-2000. 1213
PART TIME WORK-Albuquerque's Marine
Reserve Unit Is one or five in the counuy that
provides chal1enges such ,as Scuba, Parachuting,
Wilderness experiences, etc. We strongly support
.attainment of your degree and provide assistance
toward it. Call 766-247913520; or 800~4232600. 11/19

USDA

UNITED Feature Syndicate
Friday's Puzzle Solved:

Daily Lobo
Classified
Advertising
Has Moved
oust down the hall)

To
Marron Hall
Room105

been a student here at
for three years, I have seen
senates have been so
up with the distri\Jution of
they have not been able
up to the real problems here
or, for that matter, do
about it. I'm running on
slate for a correction of

and emphasized are
policies, lobbying,
of minorities and their
also the accessibility and
of recreational
. Majoring in recreation, I
·1 aware of the problem of
tennis courts, where
on campus we have no more
22 courts for more than 20,000
Sure, they want to build
tennis courts, but they also
it reserved for "club memwho pay $250 a year per
student or not, to use the
complex. With the cost of
as high as it is now, students
be getting more for their
than just a mediocre
I strive for student
and a quality University
. the students of UNM.
USDA on Nov. 17.

Joe Cicero
I
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PROGRESSIVE PARTY to senate.
Last semester, ASUNM Senate
was $16,000 in debt. This semester
the senate is thus far $9,000 in debt.
How· can the senate claim it's
workiqg efficiently when it's
irresponsible for its own fiscal
afl:airs? Instead of just talking
about this problem and others,
something should be done about it!
The PROGRESSIVE PARTY
· proposes combining the speake~s
and entertainment committees,
thereby increasing the quality and
~liminating the deficit of both.
The reluctance of the ASUNM
Senate
to
support
the
decriminalization of marijuana is a
clear example of weak leadership
and a disregard for the student
view.
After the senate failed to pass
this bill three times, Colleen Strohm
and I organized a record-size "sitin'' on the senate meeting and
insured its passage.
I've spent three years in student
government.
I'm
currently
president of Hokcina "Dorm. I'm
also serving as food services and
housing representative. My record
in the dorm speaks for itself.

For the last three years I have
worked as an aide in the State
Legislature. Armed with the
opinions of the UNM community
and experience I have accumulated
in Santa Fe, I can be an effective
lobbyist.
Other issues I support are: a
workable senate-recall pmcedure,
an investigation of the bookstore,
increased time for students (o use
athletic facilities and some
solutions, possibly matching funds,
to solve the current financial fiasco
in student

'

Progressive

hme for a change in the
· It's time we start getting
done. It's time we elect
lhat arc going to serve the
community as a whole, not
. own individual interests.
lime
we
elect
the

~rr

'-'

Diane Jacobs

of the issues that need to be

Open 8:30 a.m to 4:30 p.m. The deadline for
the next day's paper is ·3:00 p.m. Classified
advertising is not taken by telephone. Please
bring your ads to Marron Hall Room 105, or
mail them to: Classified Advertising, UNM Box20
University of N.M., Alb., N.M. 87131
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If the student has little time, a
LOBO ballot can be filled. out in
advance 11nd handed in at the
polling place. The LOBO ballots
will appear in tomorrow's paper.
In addition to selecting I 0 of 2T
senatorial candidates, students will
be asked their opinion on ASUNM
Lobby CoJ]lmittee efforts for next
year's legislative session.
The 12 items on referenda include increased state funding of
UNM, 18- and 19-year-old
drinking, decriminalization of
marijuana, consumer protection
Jaws and state financing of the
UNM Child Care Center. Other
referenda are special state financing
for counseling and tutoring, energy

USDA

Charles Carroll
An original signer of the
Declaration of Independence and
leader of Maryland High Society,
Charles Carroll abandoned his
elitist Eastern friends to bring the
cause to you, the real people.
Carroll was a founding signer of the
Slumber Party charter, a group
dedicated to helping themselves
under the pretense of helping
others. Carroll believes in change;
not change for ,the better or change
for the worse, but change in your
pocket. Change is fun. Charles
Carroll knows why.
Every year, the ASUNM Senate
extorts thousands of dollars from
the student body. As the system
works now, most of that money is
shoveled into a few special interest
groups and lost. Under a HOW and
WHY administration any student
who feels that he deserves some of
this money will be welcome to it.
JusJ s.how. up on Wednesday night
and ask. If they fall short on funds
at any time, money can always be
borrowed.
If you are an average student, a
vote for HOW and WHY is a vote
for yourself. Under the present
system, you can't win. With HOW
and WHY, you won't ever Jose.
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Zach M c Reyn 0 1ds
USDA

USDA represents two distinct
concepts. As members of a slate we
work together. But we are in·
dividuals. Each one of us has
unique interests and ideas. Our
cooperation despite differences is
indicative of how we intend to
relate to the ASU NM Senate. The
variety in our interests guarantees
that we are receptive to a wide
range of students. Our proven
ability to work together prev~nts
the infighting that charactenzes
many elected groups.
My personal interest is in
ASUNM's lobby effort. In the past,
the amount of lobbying has been
inadequate. There are a large
number of issues confronting our
legislators affecting studel,lt~ at
UNM. The students' optmons
concerning these issues need to be
voiced. In the upcoming session of
the legislature we can anticip~te tne
introduction of bills concermng the
University's budget, lowering of the
drinking age and another shot at
the ERA amendment. These issues
and others are important enough_ to
merit senate interest and Jn·
volvement.

The USDA party will attempt to
establish a workable senate-recall
procedure so that the students can
get rid of the senators they no
longer have any use for. We want to
institute a new budgeting procedure
so that, as senators, we can do more
than just spend your money. I will
try to improve the availability nf
UNM athletic facilities so that you,
as students, will be able to take
better advantage of them.
But I can't do· this without your
support. I'm a veteran and I saw a
great deal of inefficiency in the
military. There's no ·reason the
student senate can't get more accomplished when its members work
for it together. The USDA slate will
work together on these issues even
though its members are a diverse
group of individuals, a true corsssection of the campus. If you
consider this platform worthwhile,
remember me when you vote for
USDA.
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Dachau-level quality of the food
dorm residents are forced to buy.
ASUNM has a housing committee
that brings senators, administration
and dorm reps together to meet this
problem. It hasn't even met once
this semester, apparently because of
administration pressure. Food
Service reform is a realistic
possibility if ASUNM would only
take an interest in dorm residents.
As a senator I would work to
stop incompetent handling of our
money and to divert more funds to
popular student activities. The Film
Committee scandal is an example of
this. I would like to see some really
entertaining films help make the
committee self-supporting. Monies
currently used to finance this
committee's debt could be transferred to the PEC to subsidize the
ticket prices of popular concerts.
This could happen if the Film
Committee obeyed student wishes
rather than those of a few critics in
the art departJ]lent.
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I'm working on a degree in
engineering and an MBA and I've
been at UNM the past four years, as
a part-time student and as a fulltime student. There are a Jot of
areas at UNM that need improvement and with the right kind
of leadership, we can get things
done.
The USDA slate has a proven
track record and we'd like to
continue our progress through next
year. Our platform this semester
includes a ~tro~g lobb~ em.>rt at the
60-day Jeg1slat1ve sesswn m Santa.
Fe to remind our :epre~entatives
that students are actively mterested
in such legislation as the bond issue
that was just recently passed, in a.
19-year old drinking age and in the
decriminalization of marijuana.

~

' i

and resource legislation, lower outof-state tuition for foreign
students, exempting campus
organizations from sales taxes,
capital improvements on campus
and uniforJll tuition rates for state
universities.
Students will also be asked their
opinions on two· possible constitufional amendJ]lenis. The
amendments deal with presidential
appointments to the senate body in
the event of a vacancy and having
the budget not exceed ninety per
cent of the anticipated revenues for
the following fiscal year.
Af'S p.m. the ballot boxes will be
sealed with tape and taken to the
SUB for counting.

Senate Candidates Present Platforms

TDDAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
.45 Courted
ACROSS
· ·48 Serious
1 Change
situation
position
51 Hit hard
6Female
52VIP's .
student
servants
10 Knocks
54 Penetrated
14 Spanish
58 To----:
priest
Exactly
15 All: Prefix
59 Deeply
16 'Alaska's
absorbed
governor
131 Raise the
17 Strange
spirits ol
18 Finds lault
6 2 EveigreBns
constantly
63This: Sp.
19 COmedian
64 Several
Bill---Roman
20 Moves back
VIPS
· 22 ExhiblHng
38 Latium
65 Lab. routine 11 In return
24 Bangs in
dialect
66 Preeminent 12 Finish on
28 Holds a
39 Deletions
671mblbed
velvet
belief
.13 Unforeseet 42 Least
27 Having
. DOWN
difficult
obstacles
eternal
2 1 Adjective 43 Genu !lector
lama
46 Part of an
sufliK
1 Boom
30 Thailand
2 Not infirm·
hr.
23Girasols
river
47 Guard
25 Roofers
3 Pertaining
31 Thailand's
27 Munich's 48 Guile
to ids
old name
49Bindup
river
4 Liberty
. 32 FrBnch
again
28 Explosive
5 Painful
pastries
50 Roman·
6 Unvariables
device
37 HymBn opterous 7Tumor:
thoroughfares
29School
·· Insect
53 Bridge seal
subject:
SuffiK
38Aiphabet
55---- avis:
Informal
a Georgia
components
Rare bird
33Hiker's
Tech.
40 Pedal digit
grads.
measuring 58 Cambridge
4 1 Prac llced
affiliate
91gnomlny
device
43 Cattle:
34 Of the ear 57 Pulpit
10Dinner
archaic
80 Spanish
beverage:2 35Notany
44 -•- glance
coin: Abbr.
36Sow
words

DAILY

KOOMMATE:-NICE 2-Bdr. House. Quiet neighborhood. $100/month. Serious studenf only: 2968306Syl. 11/17

6.

Wednesday, Nov. 17 from 9 a.m. to
5p.m ..
In order to vote, students .must
have their UNM I.D. showing that
they are carrying 12 or more hours.
A ballot will be provided at the
polling place.

New Mexico

"ear 11-IE" IDEA

FORRENT

the ASA Gallery on the first floor
of the SUB, the fountain area at La
J?osada, outside of President Davis'
garage, in front of the geology
building and outside of the civil
engineering building.
,
The polls will be open on

will be five polling places
:wednes,day·'s ASUNM election.
will be voting for 10
candidates, 12 referenda
·the Lobby Committee and two
amendments.
1
stations will be placed in

..
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ASUN·M Election Set for Tomorro\N
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Connie Davidson

I
I

Students Voice
I believe it is important that

Tom Fisher
As an independent, I feel that a
more realistic and business-like
senate is possible. Much of this is in
the fine USDA platform. In addition, I. feel that ASUNM must be
more of a service to students, not
only a funder of organizations.
Student wishes on the budget are
not heard. The senate pays lip
service to student input on the
budget, but continues to fund
student-overruled
organizations
after the election with only slightly
smaller money grants. This could
be prevented by allowing each
student to mark on his spring ballot
those organizations he does not
wish to see helped by his individual
activity fee.
ASUNM does little for nonorganized students. The senate has
not put pressure on PIRG to speed
up the processing of individual
student refunds. Neither has any
attempt been made to influence the
administration to jmprove the

campus
ASUNM
Senate,
organizations and the student body
as a whole work together to provide
UNM with effectual student
government. This would benefit
not only the University but the
entire student body. I am willing to
work for you in order to achieve
effectual student government
through ASUNM Senate.
I have worked in local and state
politics for the last five years
gaining valuable experience in the
rhetorical uses of politics. In
addition, my major in speech
communication and minor in
political science have given me
addlitional
insights
into
organizational and political
J]latters. I intend to use these insights as tools to work for effective
solutions to existing probf' ems
facing the ASUNM Senate. By
solving the problems facing
ASUNM Senate, we can achieve
effectual student government.'
If elected senator, I intend to
abide by the slogan of Student
Voiceto be responsive, resourceful
and representative; nor for any one
special interest budor all segments
of the student population .
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BEIRUT, Lebanon (UPI) - A
powerful Syrian-dominated Arab
Army overran "'Beirut peacefully
Monday. Troops separated rival
Christian and Moslem militias,
swept away barriers dividing East
and West and made the capital one
city again.
Flowers festooned tanks and
artillery and Beirut's women and
children clapped and waved as the
armored columns entered the city.
Even some leftist militiamen, who
had been the Syrian troops' bitter
foes, welcomed the soldiers with
kisses, shouts of approval and shots
firep in the air.
The "Operation Beirut" force of
about 6,000 men plowed straight
through some .of the bloodiest
battle sites of Lebanon's 19-month
civil war, including the southern
suburbs, the port, the commercial
district, the hotel district and the
mus·eum on the "Green Line" that
separated the capital's Christian
and Moslem districts.

spokesman for the Arab forces
said.
The columns of troops, mainly
Syrians, were leavened by a
·sprinkling of Saudi-Arabian,
Sudanese and Libyan soldiers who
had been stationed in the Beirut
area since June. ;;.

.,

.~

Judy Starn

'J'

The main points of my' platform
are: involvement by students in the
decision making processes of
UNM, 19-year-old drinking, and
keeping students better infonned

A sniper in a neighborhood of
high-rise apartments controlled by
Christian rightist troops fired on
advancing Syrian troops, who
returned fire and killed him.
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For Appointment
Call
Ron or Sheila
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2914 C("ntral Ave. S.E.
CloscstSebringSbapTo UNM

New Mexico
DAILY LOBO
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GENEVA, Switzerland-Black nationalist leaders split Mondav
over Britain's compromise formula at the Rhodesia Peace
calling for a flexible transition period of 12 to 15 months before
former colony can gain independence under Black majority rule,
Two of the nationalist leaders-militants Joshua Nkomo
Robert Mugabe, who have united in a "patriotic front" ne"''m"'"'
to oust the White regime as soon as possible-said a definite date
independence must be set.

-Twenty-two thousand UNM
·students need more than 22 tennis
courts; we all compete for court
space with intramurals, tennis
teams, tournaments, classes, and
branch classes. Lighting the courts
will extend court time.
~

Elect Tomorrow
Student's Voice

!

1

·r 1:

:'

More student input will help
these areas:
-Santa Fe lobby efforts; if
UNM senators go to Santa Fe with
student votes on controversial
issues, their lobby efforts will be
more effective.
-More effective committees;
soliciting student input on available
speakers and films. We will be more
assured and will know how many
people are interested in speci fie
films and speakers. We will avoid
low attendance and consequently
make more money.
I realize there are many things

USDA

\

I

r-~-The Largest
i·
I
I

Selection Of
Pts. & 1/2 Pts.
At
Reduced Prices

An important thing to have in
mind when voting, is that most of
the candidates will put in the same

that senate can do, and there are
limitations. As a reporter for
KUNM this semester, I have at-

r--------------------------~

QuARTERS
ISCOUNT .IQUORS

-More
contact
with
Albuquerque legislators; with its
sizable voter potential, UNM is a
persuasive group. We should use
our in flue nee to get our
representatives to get more money
for UNM from state government.

Maggie Martin
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USDA
Representation: that's what
ASUNM Senate is ail about.
how often have you
asked-directly or ma.lre<:uy-•<
issues the senate should
what bills should be ;n,,n;"'
what YOU want1
I'm asking. My phone
255-6235; I have a mailbox at
SUB. I'lllisten to you-and act.
The administration has
unchallenged too long:
opinions have been ignored,
student government ha>n't
much to help.
I'm helping. I am """"""'nli
you now on the
mittee and Computer
mittee. Two years as a
University senator have
valuable experience in
students change things they
like, and in understanding
some things don't need change.

Largest Potters Merchant
In The Southwest.

Wyoming_Air Force_

Distributors For All Major
Manufacturers.

The

A One Stop Center For All
Your Ceramic Needs ..

GIZMO
Store

Phil Hern

CERAMIC SUPPLY, INC.

Lee & Levi Leisure Suits

I. D.

40o/o Off

Buy Now For Christmas

Just Mention Ad

Texas-Arlington_lamar_

20°/o Off
Reg. $12.95

"Serving UNM For30 Years"

Elliot's Nest

Okla. St._lowa St._

Disco
and

Boulet
Sweaters

Backgammon
Parlor

100% Acrylic

european
strled in
exciting
fall shades.
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Ariz. St._

l
•,

Ski Backs

•

by Barrecrafter
From $16.50 to $53.00

at -gmot's Nest
2294 Wvoming NE

effectivesenate next year.

(Menau7 & Wyoming)

NMSU_W. Texas St._

AS VNM Speakers Committee
Noted Expert on China

r

Topic: China and the US T
8 odua\l.

Nov.l8 8 p.m.

Woodward Ha

NM.

Tickets at SUB Box Office and
at door night of lecture

Admission $1.50 General Public
$.75 UNM Students

Also: Buckminster Fuller

"Poet of the Technol2!Jic,_lA~'
December 7

8 p.m.

PopeJOY ID

Tickets at SUB Box Office and
Albuqueruqe Ticket Agency in Coronado

'Dedicated to the
Ski Spirit in everyone"

I

883-8128
Coronado Center - Lower Mall

i

•

WINROCK & MONTGOMERY PLAZA

"Nobody in the west has done more to clear up the
mystery of China than Professor Fairbank."

-
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"1 he Password is Class,

know that together we can have an

Author of "China Perceived" and many others.
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meo's

Colo. St._

II
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Albuquerque's Only

John King Fairbank

Representative·
Resourceful

.

2120 Central S.E.
243-6954
'
~---------------------~

$9.99

302 Central SW
242-5055

lobo
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shop

Lee & Levi Rugby Shirts
Converse A'II-Stars

tended all the senate meetings. I
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GO
LOB OS

10% Discount On Any
Wheel Or Kiln With 'Student

presents

Anna Durand No. 11
Ona Savage No. 20
Connie Davidson No.17
Marilyn Sullivan No. 3
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Many In Store
Specials

I judge these issues to be important for UNM:

l
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'
amount of work with equal
amounts of dedication. The true
criterion for choosing senators is
their judgment.
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Black Leaders Split

The ,\'cw .\le,t'im Doifv Lobo is published
Monday through Friday c\Ct)' regular week of
the Unh-·crsit.Y year and weekly dunng 11tc suma
mer session by I he Board of Student Publications
or ~he Uni~y·ersity ol New Mexico, and i\ RQt
financia\1y a'losoc\atcd with UNM. Second chm
pmtagc paid at Albuquerque, New Mc\k"
87131. Subscription rate is $10.00 for the
ac.oldcmic ~·car.
The opinions exprc.mcd on the editorial p.ap-c~
of 71ft! I>oily Lobo ~nethose of the author wld~.
Umigncd opinion is thl\l of the editorial board or
Tbe Dai~v Lobo. Nothing primed in The Dat(v
Mba n~essarily represent<; tht! views or the
University of New Mexico.
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PLAINS, Ga.-Jimmy Carter, making his first White House ap.
pointment, named long-time aide Jody Powell as press secretar
Monday and invited "interested citizens" to make suggestions' fo;
filling other posts.
Carter also said an unemployment rate of between 5'and 7 per cent
was "a likely prospect" during his first few years, and he said he is
not now inclined to ask for the resignation of Federal Reserve Chairman Arthur Burns, whose tight money policies he and other
Democrats campaigned against.
·

Vol. 81
Box20, University P.O., UNM
Albuquerque, N.M. 87131
Editorial Phone: (505)277-4102,
277-4202.
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• · A land mine that exploded in the
city's commercial district wounded
four civilians and three Syrian
soldiers,
one seriously, a

•'f

'BY United Pre;;s International .,_

After positions around the
capital have been consolidated, the
security· plan of President Elias
Sarkis called for the Arab Army to
push north to Tripoli and south to
Sidon.

on policies that affect them.
Student voices must count in
campus affairs such as in the
planning of building and parking.
A review of the bookstore-pricing
policy is needed. A possible cure to
the high cost of books is
stimulation of other money-making
activities on campus. We should
keep a closer check on campus
organizations funded by ASUNM
to avoid over-spending.
Lobbying for' 19-year-old
drinking is coming up in January.
Right now we need to get to know
the legislators and research the
point~ to find the ones that will
make them want to vote in favor of
it.
We need to keep the students at
UNM better informed on what the
current issues are and what the
future ones will be. In order to
bring about a better understanding
of the workings of and the benefits
brought about by the senate, a
constructive relationship with the
LOBO is necessary.
Finally, the students of the
University need to cultivate a strong
rapport with the Albuquerque
community and the State
Legislature. Working together on
University, community and state
issues will build a mutually
rewarding association.
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... Senate Platfo·rms

Only two incidents - a sniper
and a land mine - disrupted the
methodical, well-coordinated sweep
into Beirut.

I'

i'

' :I

and noon, capped a drive bySyri.an
forces fran; the central mo?ntatns
e~st .of Bet~ut through le:ust and
nghttst tern tory to the c1ty gates
last Wednesday .

The final push into the heart of
the city, completed between dawn

:·.·

'I

Beirut Fighting Ceases

Rival gunmen pounded away at
each other until the Arab force
moved in at dawn, but they faded
from sight before the firepower of
the Arab peace-keeping troops.
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BVU_Utah_

Ar:izona_UNM_

Contest Rules

Tuesday the Daily Lobo will publish the Lobo Football
for members of the University community. To win, conmust pick the winner of each college game listed in each
ad. In the event of a tie the entrant coming closest to
score of the pro game listed at the bottom of the page will
Contestants are limited to one entry per week. The completed
i comprises your entry form and it may be taken to: University
Queen, 2300 Central SE; Gold Street Circus Records, 1820
SE; Golden Fried Chicken, 1830 Lomas NE; or they may be
off at the Daily Lobo. Winners will be announced in the
9 week's contest. First place prize will be a $25 gift certifise.cond place prize a $15 gift certificate and the third place
Will be a $5 gift certificate. Winners can pick up their gift
for one week following the announcement. Decisions
ges are final. Daily Lobo staff and affiliates are ineligible.

last
Week's
Winners
1st Pat ~aymond
2nd John Palmer
3rd Margis Gillespie

Pro Tie-Breaker
Washington_
St.louis_

1
t

Official Entry Form
Name
Address
City
Phone#-------------UNM J.D.#
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Editor:
It has been brought to my attention that the ASUNM President,
Damon Tobias, has taken part in an
endorsement meeting. This seems
to raise the question of ethics on
the part of Tobias, almost to the
point of illegality.
The ASUNM President is an ex
officio member of the elections
commission, thereby should be impartial in the event that problems
arise in the election. However,
Tobias was present at the Greek
endorsements and taking an active
part in the selection ilf who were
and were not endorsed. tle spokn
freely denaming OJ supporting C!lrtain candidates running. The
question at hand is, can Tobias, after taking an active role in Greek
endorsements, truly be unbiased
and impartial? I hardly think so.
One candidate he particularly

denounced was P.M. DuffeyIngrassia. In his statements he
proved very one-sided and biased. I
served with Duffey-Ingrassia on the
Senate and on finance committee
where she was chairperson. She
did an excellant job.
She proved unbiased in her
voting record, and has shown that
she will support such groups as the
Greeks, Vets, Engineers, or any
other worthwhile, groups that come
before Senate, providing there are
funds available, and their requests
are not in excess.
If some kind of reprimand is too
late for action· to be taken against
President Tobias, I hope in the
future, means will be provided to
unpair this action of endorsing or
denouncing candidates by the
President.
Celia Knight
ASUNM Senator

Garry Trudeau
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Editorial

Board

Unsigned editorials represent 8
rriajority opinion of the D'aily Lobo
Staff•• AU other columns, cartoons
and letters represent the opinion
of the author and do not necessarily
reflect the views of the staff.

Editor-in-Chic I
Susan Walton
Photo t:ditor
Wendell T. Hunt

p.m.. at the International Center, 1808 Las

Lorna~.
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f'hi Sigma Tau is sponsoring an essay contest on

'
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the tt1cme of reality. Deadline i~ Fri., Feb. 1B, 1977.

For further illformatlon call Tom Duchan.an 277·

6364.

'
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The Latin American 111m, 77u: Traifars will be
shown Tues., Nov. 16 al 7:30 and 9:30 p,m. in the
SUB Theatre. The film shows the connlcl involving
the labor unions in Argentina during the pr1st two
decades.
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James Thomas

Anna Durand

Janet Easley

How and Why

Student's Voice

USDA

r
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legislative lobbying priorities as

now pay for 52 weeks (plus tax),

well as ASUNM candidates.
One issue which will not be on
the ballot, but which I urge be written in, is ·exemption of food from
the gross receipts tax.

_ I am a senior majoring in electrical engineering and a member of
the International Society for
Hybrid Microelectronics. l am
running for re-election to senate on
the USDA slate and support its
pl:jtform.

USDA

Editor:

As a former student of UNM,
continue
to follow with interest
Currently all the food you purstudent
elections
and student
chase to take home, prepare (and
issues
as
they
arise.
Pertaining to
hopefully) eat is t;;~xed at the rate of
your
election
on
Wednesday,
I
four and a quarter per cent. If
you've never bought food outside believe it is necessary to direct
of New Mexico this probably seems freshman and transfer students to
normal to you. You may never have the candidacy of f~;>rmer ASUNM
Senator P.M. Duffey-Ingrassia to
thought it could be any different.
senate.
But in truth only a minority of
She has brought to student
states impose a sales tax on food.
government in the past the proper
Here in New Mexico there is a real
credentials gf maturity, issue ineffort to raise taxes on coal and
uranium-a move which would
bring in over $70,000,000 from
uranium alone • next year. To
eliminate the tax on food would
cost the state less than

Incredible
Discovery

$29,ooo,pao·.

Editor:
As a UN M student who has seen
the passing of eight student senate
elections, and like the vast majority
of students, been uninvolved, I
would like to publicly announce
that I have changed my ways. The
question that naturally arises is,
Editor:
what kind of incredible discovery
I do not claim to be an excellent could pull me from the very thralls
judge of character 100 per cent of of apathy? My answer is simple:
the time, but two incumbent The Students Voice Party!
stud~nt senators are seeking
reelection to the ASUNM Senate.
After four long years of watching
They are Mr. James Thomas Ill and student government elevate itself
Mr. Tom Williams and here are two to a position of being perpetually
simple reasons to cast a vote for aloof in regards to the needs of
them.
students, supporting this new
One, both have served on the group of representatives is indeed
ASUNM Finance Committee and refreshing, In my experience this is
have a good understanding of the first time that I have been
financial spending and other related aware of potential senators who
have gone out of their way to commatters.
municate with those who should be
Two, both individuals are serious better represented; the students.
. about their efforts to repiesent the
In Anna Durand, Ona Savage,
student body and the hours they
Connie
Davidson, and Marilyn
spend working to accomplish this is
Sullivan, the student body has been
proof enough.
given its first truly representatjve
So for what it is worth, James choice for the student senate of
Thomas and Tom Williams are wor- this University; The Students Voice
th a few moments of your time to Party.
vote.
John Thai
George Coston
This can be the year that the tax

Managinq Editor
Teresa Coin
Arts & Media
Ken Walston

I have served as a senator for a
halt~term. During the last semester,
I have served on the Steering
Committee, Finance Committee
and also on the Rally/Homecoming
Committee, I am aware of a greater
need for student involvement in
events occurring on this campus.

We, the students of UNM, have a
right to a. student government that
is responsive to student needs and
desires. Our, government has an
obligation to work diligently, effectively and efficiently to meet our
needs. I, along with the other
members of the Students'. Voice,
have formulated some specific
proposals for improving the
responsiveness and effectiveness of
the ASUNM Senate.

people have asked me why
to get involved with a
government, why l want to
time and effort to work at
Improved communication is
where the tangible
imperative since senate cannot
are few and far between.
respond to student needs unless
my desire to get involved
senators are aware of those needs,
out of the frustration of
If size is any indication of the We plan to attend meetings of
knowing what senate is
problems
and student organizations to 'increase
I feel that I share University's
our awareness of the problems
rustr:ation with the majority of potential, UNM has more than its confronting the members of the
who would like to have a share of both. We as students UNM community. We propose to
vestigation and political
in decisions made in their should be concerned about the publish agendas and mjnutes in a
that are so vital in the ad1•ocacv
or at least know how those quality of ·our education at this semite newsletter so that students
the diverse interests of
came about, rather than University. I have taken advantage will know what their senate is doing
Against the backdrop of
lngat1olit them after the fact.
and thus have an opportunity to
paigning and conscious
students should have much of this office to open com- contribute direct input.
used by the Greeks in their
access to their senators is munications to the administration
for a viable voice in senate,
the single most important on the subject of education.
Senate should tighten its control
conducted herself in a mormortl
the USDA platform. We
on budgets such as those of the
is worthy of your vote and
the free flow of in- Students are usually first to be Film and Speakers Committees so
between students and bfamed for the quality of our that these organizations are not free
continuing involvement in
university. Do not permit her
·senators vital to the primary education, so we should also be the to spend regenerated monies at
of the senate: student
to be muffled by the
1
their own discretion. We support
Hopefully, if the first to correct mistakes. We, as the amendment to the ASUNM
campaign of some officials
of communication are students, should want the Constitution which will require the
student government that you
no part in electing. Make waves. "~~:_..~:i~i'nm~ ore students will University to have a positive image senate to reserve ten per cent of its
im
ASUNM Senate to the outside community.
projected budget for allocation
as a representative
among small groups or for financial
emergencies. Fiscal responsibility
' goal will be made more
rhetoric has proved to be inefin the spring, when the
fective.
It is time for action.
Too many times candidates are
will be spending a majority smooth, educated and somewhat
time writing·the budget for · wily. They get elected but don't
It will take much time and effort
;pcmning year. But the effort
to
make our government the Voice
deserves must not come keep their promises. My responEditor:
of
the
students. I am willing to give
expens:e of senate's other sibility as a senator is to remind the
Because we believe in
that time and effort and I hope you
paigning and strong rep1res19ntati lnsibiliti•es. A balance between
will be willing to give me your vote
of
their
campaign
other
candidates
and representative
we endorse Ms. P.M.
on
Wednesday.
must be maintained. promises after the election, also.
Ingrassia in her bid for
to the ASUNM Senate. Ms.
fey-lngrassia has worked
and unceasingly for two
the Senate, and has a verr
pressive record of service to
university and the co
strongly believes in cmnpa~l
positively; she does not
stooping to attack other
didates.
We need a senator who 1'11
representative of the stwaen•>·'
need a senator with the
and know-how to get things ,
We need P.M.
the ASUNM Senate.

Follow Student Elections

Two Reasons
To Reelect

•

'

m Madnd nnd Guadalaj:ua on Tue~ .• Nov. 16 an :30

Bldg.

P.M. Duffey-Ingrassia, an ASUNM Senator from 1974 to 1976, was
an exceptionally effective senator. A former chairwoman of the Finance
Co11;1mittee, she supports more control of finances and advocates senate
action on women's sports and other areas of student concern.

Senator Offers· Suggestion

• lnfot~latlonal mee1i11g on UNM :;urnrner programs

Moh?med EI:Genk will discuss li1e Freezing of fuel·
steel mixtures m -LMFBR bouonl plugs Tues., Nov.
16 at 3:30p.m. in Rm, 107 of the Chcm. Engineering

Legislative Lobbying Priorities

,' ' ~

i
; 'i

There are many fine candidates running for the ten openings in the·
ASUNM Senate.
After reviewing their candidate's statements and conducting personal
interviews with the candidates, we find the two incumbent senators, the
former senator and three other candidates are exceptionally well qualified
for the position of ASUNM Senator.

John Gates, Maggie Martin and M~rilyn Sullivan "are candidates
who have a good grasp of the problems and time involved in being a mem- llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllill Letter S IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIU:IIIIIIIIIIllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllilllllllllllllllll
ber of senate. They are strongly in favor of increasing student input to
senate and.working toward solutions ·of some of the problems confronting
UNM students today. They support a responsible attitude toward dealing
with the ASUNM budget.
is eliminated, and students' help is write in "elimination of food
We urge our readers to vote for these candidates tomorrow.
Editor:
Wednesday.
••
On Wednesday the 17th, you needed. If you would like to get 54
IIIIIIIIPIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII LetterS lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll have an opportunity to vote for weeks of food for the price you

,.

W·
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LOBO Endorses

James Thomas, another incumbent, is also a dedicated senator. He
served on both Steering and Finance Committee. He is in favor of giving
more attention to student problems while keeping a close watch on financial matters.
'

,,

the past, some senators
done their job; they've
meetings and failed to
you. This will change - I .
recall procedure so you can
· irresponsible senators, and
it put on the spring ballot.
already attending meetings
informed of your
will continue to do so.

Tom Williams, the president pro tempore of the ASUNM Senate and
former acting Finance Committee chairman has proved himself to be a
dedicated senator. He is an effective senator and is able to assume leadership. We strongly support William's candidacy.
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introduce it this
I
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News Editor
Joseph 'Donnelly

Sports Editor
Tirn Gallagher

Asst. News Editor
David M. Flynn

Candidate'
Record

b Iice infest
even the
cest people

KILLS
AB LICE

RIOM

CONTACT

Special comb
included
Without a
prescription
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Last Mile Ramblers

Copy Editor
Karen Moses
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Communication betw'een the
students and the senate is the major
problem that I see. The other
problems cannot be solved unless
the students' ideas are being heard.
This is what [ want to work on:
bringing the senate to the students..
Senators should continue to meet
with groups, even after they are
elected. We would like to make a
newspaper column in the LOBO a
reality to inform the students about
specific issues. We'd also like to
attempt to reach students through a
weekly newsletter which will
probably be distributed like the
LOBO. But most important,
senators should communicate with
the students on a one-to-one basis.
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There are also a lot of other
problems that need working on. I
would like to emphasize the need
for something to'be done about the
situation at La Posada. The prices
we pay and the food we receive do
not balance out. As a dorm student,
I am MORE than aware of student
attitudes toward "La Poslopa!"
Another problem that concerns
the entire student body is the UNM
Bookstore and its unr,ealistic
policies and prices. The.bookstore
is here to serve the students and
should do just that! We of USDA
propose an investigation of these
policies and prices.
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.Advertisin~ Manager

I think that the USDA slate can
l;lest represent the students' views
because while each of us has different interests and ideas, we can
convey those ideas to each other.
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'PART~TIME COCKTAIL WAITRESS needed al
CONTACfS?'l CASEY OPTICAL Company, 25 :S·
Uncle Nasty's.- Apply in person 1 4418 Central
8736. tfn
N,E. 11/19
ANNOUNCING I KL YT.-Contemporary Christian ~~~FO~U"'N,!,D~lT;.,-cyc::o::-u::,n::n-:,,::oo::·,-;c;;;;al;i'I2;<9;;:3-::;;2000'iM.II?2!ii31
music24houfsaday-88.3FM. 11/16
.
k
·
$45.00 in gift certificates given away this .wee to
WANTED! MAN INTERESTED in becommg a
Lobo football contest winners. Check loday s LOBO
for winning names & to enter thi!l week's con·,
Scout leader for work with growing local troop.
Personal Reward and Satisfaction guaranteed, Must
be willing 10 take training. Call Doug 268-4863 or ~"':'".;,·=l~l;._ll~6~=:::::;o.:::;:::::;::~t;;;;r.;;;~;n;;:
Joe268-0489. IJ/16
PARTY! HUGE Sound System booking fast_fQr D~c.
Better and ~heaper than band. Frats/So(S. spec1al
COME SEE SHREW. Find out why I'm laughing
rate. 242~8638. 12/1
.
at Dumas' "review{'/)." 11/16
VOTE RESPONSIVE GOVERNMENT. ·Vote John
CHRISTLANS! University Christians fellowship
Gates, Nov. 17, ll/17
dinner at SUB Ballroom on Dec. 2 at 6 :00 p.m.
Tickets$1.00 at SUB, 11119
I URGENTLY NEED a Korean student to help me
translate a letter into Hangul. WUI pay, call Tom,
243-6900. 11/17
BODY BUENO: ISO all natural body products,
Albuquerque's largest organic body .store ~nd
manufacturer. Great gifl hems, Holiday spec•als,
soaps, massage products, bpbble·baths, etc. We have
~on day's Punle Solved:
it all, 3 doors east of Girard, 2910 Central
S,E. 11/20
BUNNY, HAPPY BIRTHDAY. Love, the Speed
Punkip. 11/16

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE

r

UNITED Feature Syndicate
~ '\

'I

44 Friend
ACROSS
45 Pieces in
1 Herring-like
checkers
fish
46 Gas for
5 Treasury of
lighting
a state
4 7 Reference
9 Cantaloupe,
books
lor one
49 "On the
14 Window
------line"
division
53 Turned up
15 Pisa's river 57 Baby grand
16 Ammonia
56----- a
compound
manger:
17 Currier's
Dining room
colleague
59---- even
18 Lunch hour,
keel
generally
61 Embankment
19 u.s.
62 Sibilants
missiles
63 Bone: Prefix
2B Doctrine
64 Single
22 Infrequent
4 2 Nearest in
65 Inaugurate 11 Be fond of
ring decispace
66 Legal paper 12 Keats' com- ·
positions
43 Primary colsion: 2
67 Feminine
words
13 ---- egg
or
name
24 Capture and
45 "By the
21 Bakery
hold
products
DOWN
margin"
25 Certain
23 Stigma
47
Old
Gerbreads
25
Birdie
plus
1 In -----of:
manic coin
27 Golfing
Regardless
one
48 That which
hazard
2 Sanctuary 28 Fact of
29 Mongrel dog 3 Regarding
Is sound
being a
50 Hispaniola
30 Malt drying
papa
4 Army criminative of old
kiln
30 Olive genus
nals
51 Chou-- ---·
33 Plercers
31 Noted
5 Ardent
37 Entreaty
Chinese
32 "Lights out"
devotee
38 Fragrances
VIP
33Ship
6 Ma111elic
39 Brazilian
superstruc- 52 Girls: Siang
metal
money
53 Employs
. ture
7 Overly
40 Rest period
3'4 Miss Ferber 54 Amer. carcurious
toonist
41 Some
35 Mr. Coward
person
. greenbacks B Mixture.
55 Wagner
36--heroine
42 Tulane's
Brunswick
9 A person's
56
Fruit
site: 2
37 Not rare
behavior
words
10 Sends forth 40 Sailing boat 60 Mr.lrish
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FORRENT

ROOMMATE: NICE 2-Bdr. House. Quiet neighborhood. $100/month. Serious studen~ only, 2.96·
8306 Syl, 11117
BEST UNM APARTMENTS. Large, nicely fur·
nished antl carpeted_. Dishwashers, disposers,
securi~y, UNM one I;Jlock. 208·209 CoJumbia S.E, No
children, pets. $180.00, ca11255-468S,

.

..

ew Mexico

FOUND: KEYS in GeQgraphy on Wed. evening.
Dese<ibe & claim, Rm. 131, Marron Hall. t[n

Reserve !Jnit is one of
provides challenges such as
Wilderness experiences, etc, We .
1
attainment of your degree and provide
toward it, Call 766·2479/3520; or
2600. II
part time,
' 11/16

7.
TELLURlDE SKI TRIP, January
eludes transportation, lifts & lod~lng.
tion call 842·8569. $50 deposit due
UNM Ski Club. A1/26
RIDES!
Call
li
(30l) 449·6670 at lntercontine11tal Travel
I

6:,:._::E:::M::.::P:.::L::O:::..:Y::M::.:::E=N..:.T.=..____

FOUND: KEYS in Mit, Hall w/(broken) mirror.
ldentify&claim,.MarronHali,Rm.l31. tfn
FOUND: Roll of Microfilm 11/8, Call 266-9275.
11/16
LOST; BLOND NOTEBOOK w/pastel flowers,
Psychology 101. Lost possibly at the Frontier.
Contact me at 242-8170. 11/19
FOUND· Men's watch in Physics lecture hall, end of
UDTB, Saturday, November 6. Owner may claim at
the Testing Division, rm. 2. 11/19

WANTED LAW STUDENT Lo work on patents,
296 _ 739 R. 11/16

MISCELLANEOUS

MODELS NEEDED for new hair t
treatment, l.nquirc "Tijeras Hair
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3. ·SERVICES
TYPING, M.A. English, Selectric, on c<~mpus.
296-8564. 11/22
BARRY'S ELECTRONIC REPAIR, 118 San Pedro
SE 2!lS-0335.iColor TV's, tape decks, stereo, ampli~
flc;s auto radios. Install burglar al3fmS. tOIJ;'o diS·
cou~t for students with ID's. Quick .service. Used
TV's for sale. 11/18
LSAT-MCAT EXAMS. Prepare now. Call_ Pro-fessional Educators of New Mexico. Inc. 8~2~
5200. tfn
PASSPORT, IDENTIFICATION PHOTOS. LoweS!
prices in town/ Fast, pleasing, near UNM. Ca112652444 or come to17l7 Girard Blvd. NE. tfn
TYPING; SO cents/page, Pcrlindax3930. 11/19
NATIONAL
CHICANO
HEALTH
ORGANIZATION has spring of '77 scholarships for
Health Science students. More information call '].774731. Deadline Nov. 26. 1976.
DIVERSIFIED TYPING SERVICES, all types.
Lowest rates in town, free pick~up and delivery, call
831·7263 anytime. 11/22
VOLVO MECHANIC, also 67 122'sl pam., good
work guaranteed. Mike, 247-9083. ll/22
BAKERY CAFE SPECIAL: Delicious chili-cheese
sandwich SI.2S tlnough 11/23, 118 Yale S.E. 11122
STUDENT RATES on professional typing! Perfect,
error-free original copies on resum_es, papers,
dissertations, etc. Ca11293-0976. 11/24
EXPERT TYPING 266-4567. 11/22
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HANDSTITCH
3rd Anniversary Sale
Nov. 15 -· 20
BRING THIS COUPON
FOR 20" OFF '
~ docs no1 ln(\ude

sale ~ems

IJ <Iff!•••• th• Rill••• 1a h•ndm1d1
2000 Central SE
across from UNM

~

Want Ads say it
in Big Way!!

a

Fer S~le; 6. Employment; 7. Travel 8. Miscellaneous.

By D.M. Flynn
New Mexico $3-4 million is
annually on prosecuting
on charges of possession of
(one ounce or less),"
"'"'""· head of the National
for the Reform of
Laws (NORML), said

·Stroup told the audience that.
penalties for the "possession of
small amounts of marijuana should
be removed from the criminal
system."

Donald Lee and Fred Schueler and
attorney· Charles Daniels, esq. Dr.
Douglas Ferraro, Professor of
Psychology at UNM, was the
moderator ofthe symposium.

Stroup based his support of
decriminalization on the basis of
several studies. Although he
"promotes the discouragement of
all recreational use of drugs," there
will be no change, he said, in usage
patterns if the weed were
decriminalized, The drug Abuse
Council, Stroup said, "found that
there was no increase in marijuana
use in Oregon" since fines have
replaced criminal charges as a
means of punishment.

About 400 people filled the
ballroom, most of whom favored
the decriminalization issue. 0ne
group, representing Chapter line
al)d supporting the legalization of
marijuana, taunted the panel with
phrases like "God gave us the
herbs."

Other personalities who participated in the panel were UNM
Assistant Professors of Philosophy

the seven retiring
about half said they will
active in ASUNM and
. government. The other half
would not be active
were either graduating
become disillusioned with

By Dan Crain
Students will vote today on two
proposed amendments to the
constitution and a list of 12 issues
the ASUNM Student Lobby
Committee is considering persuing
in the State Legislature.
The first amendment would
change the procedure. for filling

run for re-election because I'll be
entering law school in the fall. I
hope to be on an executive committee in some capacity next
semester; I may ask to get on
Speaker's or Film Committee."
Retiring Finance Committee
Chairman George Coston said he
was unable to run for re-election
because his G.L Bill would run out
at the end of the semester and
therefore he had to obtain a paying
job to be able to stay in school.
Retiring Finance Committee
Chairman George Coston said he
was unable to run for re-election
because his G.I. Bill would run out
at the end of the semester and
therefore he had to obtain a paying
job to be able to stay in school.
Sen. Ginger Kilborne, an
engineering student, said she would
not be very active in ASUNM
unless something she is interested in
comes up because she wants to
pursue other interests. "I was
disappointed with the senate. It was
more political than I thought it

15¢ per word, $1.00 '!linimum charge
Terms

Cash in advance

Marron Hall, Room 132
"

Enclosed $ - - - Placed by

Mail To
UNM Box 20. University of Ne~
. Albuquerque, New Mexico 81131

_ _ _ _ Telephone __ ... .. ----·

l

'

vacancies in the Senate. Currently
the constitution· calls for a special
election to be held when the number
uf vacancies in the senate reaches
three. The amendment would
enable the president to appoint the
runner-up candidates from the last
election to fill vacancies as they
occur. After·lO senators are elected

Celia Knight

each semester, the eleventh, twelfth
and thirteenth runners-up would be
appointed to the senate as any
vacancies occur.

$20,000 was financed by borrowing
funds from the University Business
Office.
"I don't think the business office
will lend to us anymore," said
Sanper off.

This allows the losers of an
election a second crack at office
without voter approval. The
amendment would insure that
senate would 'have a full· complement of members at all times.

The second amendment would
limit the amount of money in the
ASUNM budget to no more than 90
per cerit of anticipated revenue
from the Student Activity Fee.
By guaranteeing that at least 10
would be."
Asked why they ran for senate; per cent of the money available for
the answers' ranged from an interest the ASUNM budget would not be
in student affairs to curiosity about allocated in the annual fall elecwhere the $300,000 goes that senate tions, proponents say, the
amendment would provide a hedge
controls.
Marshall said, "I was going to against deficits from previous years
pick up a check at the Student Aids and groups which overspend their
Office and it took me an entire day allocations.
to get it. I was so angry I decided to
"We can go bankrupt just like .
do something about it, so I ~an for any corporations," said Brian
the senate. After I was elected we Sanderoff, ASUNM attorney
(Continued on p<~ge 6} general. This year's deficit of about.

Another advantage of leaving at
least 10 per cent out of the initial
budget, Sa'ilderoff' said~ is that thi1>
would leave some funds over for
the senate to allocate to minor
special-interest groups during the
year.
The ASUNM Student Opinion
Lobby Poll included on today' s
ballot' is a list of twelve issues or
areas of concern to the UNM
student. Voters are to indicate
whether they favor, oppose, don't
know or don't care about the
lobbying efforts of the Lobby
Committee in the State Legislature
on each of these issues.
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This referendum is designed to
give the Lobby Committee an idea
of what its priorities should be in
advocating in UNM's behalf in
Santa Fe.
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Woman Speaks to Raise Funds for Trial

'! }
i
\

I

Yvonne Wanrow, a Colville
Indian convicted of murder in
Spokane, Wash., on May 13, 1973,
and free on $5,000 bail will speak in
the SUB south ballroom, Friday,
Nov. 19 at 7:30p.m.
Wanrow has travelled to various
speaking engagements to raise
money for legal expenses and public •
support for her innocence. She has
been successful in getting support
from eight defense committees in
the U.S. and one in the
Netherlands.
She has also testified before the
International Tribunal on Crimes
against Women in Brussels during
March.
Wanrow is now waiting for a
decision by the Washington State
Supreme Court in Olympia, Wash.
The case has been in review since
February.
The Washington State Court of
Appeals, Division Ill reversed the
May 13, 1973 court decision two
years after her sentencing. The
ruling ordered a new trial.
The primary disputes abou.t the
original trial is the admission of a
tape recording as evidence against
her and allegations of prejudice

because she was an Indian and the
man she killed was white.
She was sentenced to two concurrent 20-year sentences, carrying
a minimum of five years, by Judge
De Cary Smith, Jr. on Aug. 8,1973.
Wanrow and her friend, Shirley
Hooper, lived in the Hillyard area
of Spokane at the time of the
murder. Hillyard is one of the
toughest areas in Spokane. That
same month, because she wanted to
protect her children, she bought a
gun.
On August 11, 1972, Wanrow
left her children with Hooper and
went to a doctor's appointment.
While Wanrow was away, her 9year-old son and Hooper's 7-yearold daughter were allegedly lured
by William Wesler into his house.
He then allegedly pulled a knife on
them.
The girl ran out the door but
Wanrow's son was caught by
Wesler and bruised before breaking
free.
Statements were taken from the
children by the police and the
mothers were told to come to the
station on Monday Aug. 13, 1972 to
file a complaint.

At dawn the next day, Wanrow's
brother-in-law, Chuck Michel,
went to confront Wesler.
Michel returned with Wesler and
David Kelly, 26, a friend of
Wesler. Wesler denied the accusations made against him to the
two women.
According to court testimony,
Wanrow and Hooper screamed for
him to leave the house. Wanrow
was near the front door and when
she turned and found Wesler next
to her she pulled a .25 caliber gun
from her waist and allegedly shot
him in the heart.
She then allegedly shot Kelly in
the arm while he ran from the
scene.
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Correction

' .

The party affiliation listed under
the name of James Thomas was
incorrect. He is on the USDA slate,
as was mentioned in his platform.
The party affiliation for Charles
Carroll was not under his name.
His affiliation is the How and Why,
. as was stated in his platform.
The LOBO regrets these errors in
yesterday's paper.
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Amendments, L.obby Poll Included on Ballot

Classifi~d Advertising Rates
•

r.- :..

On the question of legalization
Stroup posed opposition to
legalization on the basis Of a 1961
!'
international treaty signed by the
Photo by Phyllis M. Kushner
U.S. Under the provisions of the
Keith Stroup of NORML addressing the audience at the
treaty, the "U.S. must maintain
sanctions against marijuana use symposium on marijuana last night. Seated are Dr. Hardin B.
exr.ept under medical supervision." Jones of Berkeley (left) and attorney Charles Daniels, Esq.

uation, Disillusionment Cause
"ring Sena~ors To Step. Down
By Ruth S. In tress
ASUNM Senators will
by the students today,
former senators will retire

New Mexi-co Daily Lobo
Please place the following classified advertisement in the New Mexico
Daily Lobo
time(s) _beginning
: under the heading
(circle one): 1. 'Personals; 2: Lost &·Found: 3. Serv1ces:- 4. For Rent; !J.

evv Mexico .Spends Millions on Po.t Crimes

cited several government
and scientific research
in other countries that
lo the harmful effects of
Jones said that there
a rapid rise in teenage
and in every instance I
they were heavy
users who turned to

FORSALE

:

ASUNM election is today.
Polling places are the ASA
Gallery, fountain area at La
Posada, President' qavis'
garage, and outside the
geo·logy
and
civil
engineering buildings.

NORML Director at

marijuana
Hardin B.
pny·s1o1u~.y professor at the
of California (Berkeley),
of the reasons for keeping
illegal is that the drug
scha1ng(~s in the personalities
etnm.1uu matrix of the brain."

,. ! :.

'

Wednesday, November 17,1976

appeared at a symposi urn
"Marijuana and Society"
night at the Four Seasons.
was sponsored by
Mexico Humanities
New Mexico NORML and
UNM
Department
of
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PEUGEOT: Yellow, mint condition. Two months
old. Presently sells for $160. Sacrifice $107. 242·
0761 Jim. 11/17
c.B. NEW PACE 2300 and antenna cost. $250.00
WillsdiS145.00292-0072 11117
NORDlCA SKIBOOTS, 10, used once, S2S. 843~
8736. tfn
BICYCLES: WE HAVE tile lightest weight for t~e
money you can buy. Some on sale. R.C. Hallett s.
843-9378. lfn
BUY 1 GET 1 FREE. Monday thru Saturday 7·9.
Uncle Nasty's. 1213
1974 DODGE CHARGER P.B., P.S., A.T., A.C.
Excellent condition. 292-121&. tfn
FREE TO GOOD HOME, 5 weeks old parl great
dane puppies. call 821-4977. 11/16
'71 DODGE PICKUP 20,000 mi. on engine & trans.
Camper.shell new tires, extras .$1700 255·3272..
11/16
•
IO~SPEED BICYCLE riot sale! ~93.00/~a.
European, lightweight, lugged. Warranued for hre.
All sizes available. Contact W.J. Hart 8833879. 11/19
HASSELBLAD SOmm strobe meter. Sell, trade~
clean, low mileage, compact .. Cabral 842~
2371. 11/16

'.

'.

.'

5.

LOST & FOUND

4.
·I

APPLES: 3-Jd.nds, $I.~O/V2bu. and up. Delivered
UNM a~ea, 867·2584: 11/22
FENDER RHOOES KEYBOARD, 2 custom Fender
!itratocasters new condition, 266~4~67. 11/22
SHEPHERD CROSS HUSKY puppie,, $10,00, 8980614. ' 11/22
TYPEWRITER: portable Olivetti, !Ike new, $48.00,
277-3617 or 292-3476, 11/22
LE4THER FLIGHT JACKET, like Fom:ie's, New
$60,00, worth $9Q,OO. Gene 268·0041, 11/16
1971 MAVERICK, $!)50,00 or best offer, 265-7441,
262-1717, 11/16
NIKON STUFF; F2 Photomic SOmm fl,4 multi
coated tens, t05mm f2.5 Niko{,"'ssmm f3.S Macro
with M rlng 1 18mmSpiratooeuHrawideangle, SSmm
fi.S SpirOltonc, Nikon bellows, several view sCreens,
filters, other items. WHson Camera, 3107 Central
N.E, 11/16
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